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II. Loop Ki-nematics. (m) -. ......

In this section we classify loop fields and study the re-
• " • • • • • • • ' " i.

lated topology of loop space, introduce the basic operators

which describe the motion in this space and investigate vari-

ous properties of these operators.

All these kinematical relations will be utilized later in

loop dynamics and in the string solutions of the loop equations

The geometric language (loop calculus) not only simplifisc пэ-

tations, it helps to visualize the motion of loops, /itftout

this loop dynamics would be as cumbersome as the ol.-l о?.'гцгЬл

tion theory in Q.5.D-

Loop Space

A closed line in co-ordinate space can be ;:езсгю<:Д by a

periodic function

С: Х^« C ^ t ) * Cju(t*T) '.
2
.D

The parameter t is called the proper' tin;.:, it can be cho-

sen at will, say it may be identified with the length(dt = \/^^X).

For our purposes, however, it will be aost convenient not to
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specify the proper tiae fit ally since our functionals will be

paraaetric invariant .
 :

( 2
.

2 )

F'(t) > О (2.3)

The latter condition means th»t'tiie:;eTerall order of the

points orientation at the оихтш ±а рг9шшгтей. It i^ important

since noneoramuting matrices will be ordered along the curve.

So we may define the loop as a £aally of periodic functions

which differ by reparaaetrixatione preserving orientation. By

definition each loop represents a point in loop space. There

fore, the loop space is a space of periodic functions factor!-

zed by the reparametrization subepace.Parametric invariance is

of paramount importance for the loop dynamics.

Later on, in framework of string theory, this parametric in-

variance will be part of the general covariance of the string

dynamics. Here we derelop a special loop calculus which is mani-

festly parametric invariant. Whenever you insist on something

you loose something else,in our case we do not care about smoothn

ness of the loop. Only the continuity is important,, since the

original gauge invariance would break for the open loop. The

heuristic reason for including irregular loops is given by the

interpretation of loop as a quark world line. The dominant

world lines are irregular in quantum mechanics. The loop may

also interest itself. This turns out to be important,so we dis-

JUSS the self-intersecting loops in some detail. Self-inuar.



sections occur at all the points where

but i
t
 $ t

e
 (mod T ) (2.5)

There may be multiple self -intersections corresponding to

several coinciding co-ordinates C(t,V С ("te).

Self-intersecting loops enter the,; equations of quantum

theory, so we cannot neglect them.

' In this section we discuss the kinematical aspects of self-

intsrsections i«e. the topology of loop space.

- Classification of Loop Fields

Let.us classify the gauge invariants associated with vari-

ous loops. The simplest of all is the famous loop field.

l

X

As was already mentioned, the function Cju (•£.) need not be

differentiable, so' d x ^ ^C», dt . I n this case the loop

product can be defined as follows: .

Here X K=X(t {~°° a r s or<iere<i points at the loop

X,- Xju = X , . a n d d X K = X K + 1 - X K

An alternative definition reads



(к)
х

( 2
.

9 )

The path Cab is defined as part of С front q, to b .

There are points x X
 K
 at Coo. One may con-

sider these points as points at a unit circle in the complex

plane; . .

( 2 Л 0 )

Due to periodicity Cj»(t) can be regarded as a single valued

function of £ . Hote that the loop trace (2.6) does not depend

on the choice of the origin t*0 of parametrization. This loop

trace depends on the loop as a geometric object, rather than on

the function Cju(ij . The geometric language will better fit thie

purposes of loop dynamics. From the geometric point of view

the loop С is the mapping of the unit circle into the Eucli-

dean Space,

Such mappings can be classified according to the winding

number n. . The loop may be transversed n times when the

point goos along the unit circle. This can be described by

introducing a complex variable 2 ^ or the proper time n| . We

denote such loops by С .

С"" : Х^ = Cju (rtt) (2.1D

Negative n. would correspond to a reoriented loop., In parti-

cular. 4

С : Xju - Cju (rit) (2.12)
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Consider the multiple loop traces. They can be expressed

in terms of powers of the loop product.

ф
( с
*)

 =
 _<.

 t
r tT(Cxx)

 (2#13)

Prom the geometric point of view this winding number may-

be an arbitrary integer, but in the gauge theory V^r
1
? In cnl,y

a finite number of independent fields ф ( С ̂corresponding to

the number of independent eigenvalues of "Ц • Namely, inU(/S|^

gauge theory there are N independent eigenvalues, all at the

unit circle, and in SU(N) theory there are (N""0 independent

eigenvalues,due to the unimodularity condition. ?.y the ..ay note

that these eigenvalues jy themselves :зар ths loop onto t.'ie

unit circle so altogether we have the mapping of the unit circle

onto itself. This is so far as we disregard self-intersecting

loops.

<Jith self-intersections the set of invariants will be much

richer. Consider the loop with petals

all starting and ending with the same point.

С
г

rcK Л с,
In chis case one may xntroduce' '.vinding numbers as follows

С < k J (2.14)

The petal Ct • is transversed tt times, t h e n C e i s transversed

ГЪг times and so on, but after the last petal is transversed

times one may start a l l over again» Therefore, winding



numbers is not enough, and one has to introduce an infinite

nunber of winding numbers.
- • ' • ' • s

Tiiis rich set of loop fields contains ~ N degrees of free-

dom as the following simple counting shows. Let-us use- invari-

ance of the trace and perform the unitary transformation which

diagonalized, say, tX(C
f
jThis unitary transformation contains

N
a
- N gauge parameters, which in addition to N eigenvalues

describe the unitary matrix " Ц ( с , ^
п t n e

 3U(IT) case there
• • : ' ' ' 2

will be (N-1) eigenvalues and N -N gauge parameters ad-

ding up. to (И-1) parametersK(G)j.The total number of parame-

ters in all matrices tl(C,), • • • .U((K) will be

^CN
2
^1)in the SU(N) case). Substituting the number H

2
-N of

gauge parameters we find (K-1)N +H independent traces in the

U(N). case and (K-1)N
2
+N-K in the SU(N) case.

Explicit kinematical relations between the multiple loop

traces were written down by Mandelstam. For the reader's con-

venience we reproduce these relations in appendix B. It is

interesting that a product of n(> N) loop traces in U(H) or

SU(IT) reduces to the superposition of lower products with n=1,2.

•. •. , Ы in virtue of these relations.

An unpleasant property of this reduction is the presence of

arbitrary "wires
11
 connecting loops. The independence of the

product of,the L.H. side of the form of these wires implies

some relations between the loop traces on the li.H. side.

>Ve dp .no1ji discuss these relations in the basic text, ;since

no utilization was found so far.

As for the. above counting
1
 the implications of it are purely

negative,, but important. '.Ye see that at N-*"
00
most of the deg-



rees of freedom of the gauge field are hidden in the self -

intersecting loop traces. T/ould we forget about them, we would'

deal with a theory with 0(N) degrees of freedom.

In this case there would be no need for loop dynamics,

since the direct saddle point method would be applicable.Later

we shall see that most of the loop dynamics is related just

with self-intersecting loops.

Stokes J.ype Functional

The motion in ordinary space is described by a trajectory

X(t). This is a sequence of points labeled by a parameter t.

The given loop с just describes motion of the test particle

in co-ordinate space, as we shall discuss later on. Kow we are

going to talk about something else. A given loop represents a

point in loop space, so we may introduce the motion in loop

space as a variation of the form of the loop. In other words

we go from trajectory to trajectory rather from point to point*

In principle this can be described by standard functional

analysis, but we prefer to develop a special language (loop

calculus) in our case. One reason why we do not use' the func-

tional derivatives S ф /§ r f I ) *
s
 lack ot smoothness of

our loops. The cusps and 3elf intersections will play an im-

portant role below. The ordinary functional derivatives do not

exact in a mathematical sence. This would not stop the physi-

cist were it not for the second reason. The second reason for

abandoning the ordinary functional derivatives is the paramet-

ric invar iance. There.are some special properties of parametric



invariant fuhctionals, which would enable us to go much fur-

ther than with the general ifunctionals. It would be difficult

to utilize these properties with the standard language. This

is why we develop loop calculus.

Tu be specific, the loop functionals we deal with have

the following form.

(2.15)

x
 F (ju,, x , , j»*

t
 х

л
)

Phis is the same аз for the loop fS\eld (2.6),(2.9), but with

arbitrary coefficient functions P in place of the traces of

the product of gauge fields. The origin Zo of parametrization

at the loop is irrelevant since the coefficient functions do

not depend on Xo. These functions are assumed to be cyclic

symmetric, which is not a restriction, due to the cyclic sym-

metry of the integral. Another property of these functions

is implied in (2.15) comes out to be crucial. These func-

tions depend on the points Xi in Euclidean "space rather than

on the trajectories C(t) in this space. In other words these

are ordinary functions rather than functionals. In the inte-

r s ! they enter at the loop C, but there should be some simp-

lifications due to the fact that they can be analytically con-

tinued from the loop to ordinary space. This subtle difference

is difficult to utilize in standard functional analysis since

the functional derivatives of (2*15) would act at the ar̂ 'unents

C J V I K ^ K ) of these functions as well as at the derivati-

ves CJM in the line elements dXj* * Cju cH: The

10



loop calculus is designed in such a way as to fully utilize

the independence of the coefficient functions on the form of

the loop. The functionals which can be represented in this

form will be refered to as •.Stokes type functionals. The rep-

resentation (2.15) can be viewed as the loop space analogue of

the Taylor expansion.

F(sc)-£ Hb F (o) ta.16)
rv*O

In the case of Taylor expansions there is the corresponding

identity.

(2.17;

with an explicit expression for the shift operator. Something

like that can be derived in loop apace. Namely the following

identity is proven in appendix С

Ф(сг). Te*p(Jd
Xj
.»'(«)) ф(Г)

Here DJM (
2C
) is some nontrivial operator in loop space,

pending on area and path derivatives. These derivatives w

be defined and discussed at length below. At the moment it is

important to realize that the operators J)^, (x) do not de-

pend on the loop 0. This loop enters only as an integration

domain. By setting Г to zero, i.e. to the infinitesdmal

loop, and expanding the exponential we arrive at the represen-

tation (2.15) with the coefficient functions.

F(x,, --• • х
Here in what follows we denote the infinitesimal loop es

I rather than as 0, since it corresponds to the unit loop pro

H



duct U. The relation (2.19) is the loop space analogue of \

the relation between Taylor coefficient and derivatives of the и

function, ilote that the straightforward Taylor expansion of |

the functional i

"=° (2.20)

would not be parametric invariant. So it would not be a

Taylor expansion on loop space. Since the functions W i

ing by representation are identified in the loop space, but not

in (2.20).

Area Derivative

Now we start investigating infinitesimal variations of the

loop. The general variations reduce to the repeated addition

of little closed loops. This statement will become clearer be-

low. Let us'first investigate the variation arising when one

little closed loop is added. 3y this we mean that the loop С

is replaced by the product loop Coc x. C x x defined as

follows. •

X/* Cju(i) C(o)-C(T)«X (2.21)

'c(o)»((T)-.x •
 (2

.
22)

(2.23)

12



In other words, the product loop C C starts as Cocx^ontinues as

Cxocat the common point and then returns to the same point.

This is a family of periodic functions with two periods. Note

that in general the product loop contains cusps at X even at

the loops С, О were smooth.

Such cusps produce infinities in the ordinary functio-

nal derivatives but not in the area derivative. The latter is

defined as the leading part of the variation of the functional

F (C
xx
 Cocx ) - F ( C x x ) = ^ (C ) |

 F
 , 4 (2.24)

•

The area element 6> niv ( С ) is defined as follows

This is the second order invariant» The first order

i , = О (2.26)

vanishes for the closed loop. In the general case there would

be higher order invariante
s
 like

(2.27)

eft witl. the ar

ment. The area element is antisymmetric

but at the infinitesimal loop С we are left witl. the area ele-

*• с
Therefore the symmetric part of the tensor SF is not

fixed in (2.24). By definition the area is an anti-

13



symmetric- tensor -satisfying (2.24). By taking С as the j

little square in various planee we may determine all the |
' • • • ' - ' • ' ?

components of the area derivative. So this definition is uni- |

q u e , • ' . : ' . . ' - '. • • ' ' • . • • - . . • ' - ']

Manuel stem Formula

Let Us calculate area derivatives of various functienals

to get used to this notion. First of all we find Mandelstam re-

lation

(2.29)

This can be easily derived in the Schwinger gauge

This gauge.implies the polar coordinates with origin x. The

radial component of the gauge potential vanishes. The linear

terra in flju(x) near the origin is related to the field strength

in Schwinger gauge .

This gauge is analogous to Rieman's normal co-ordinates in cur-

ved space. The relation (2.30) can be easily checked from the

definition

U(CC) = {i* J/»judx') U(C)
Z

14
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Only linear terms contribute at y « x . For the higher terms in <

(2.30) see appendix C. We do not need them here. All we need |

to obtain the Mandelstam relation is to expand '•



Area Derivative of Length

. As a next exercise let us calculate the area, derivative of

the length of the loop

r (2*32.

?orraally tlie area derivative. does not exist since the length of

littleloop •,•; С : is nut proportionai to the area element. Ноя-.

ever there is a class•of regularized definitions of the length

for jjrhich the area derivatives exist and do V not depend on the

form of regulsrization.Namely

where the regulator function is normalized as follows

the emooth loop at Л -••«*« one may expand

x - X • (t - tj Cj- (t) + Cj« ^ ^ ^

-• *(f-1) t Cj. №)•£.,.(*) (t-i) *•>•.] (2.

(2.37)

5.:he o^.ii/er«tJ.orKil parametrization here i s the proper leng'th as
'fc.'-).:., the cons t r a in t .

(Ч • i (2.38)

One may easily eheek that in virtue of (2.3^) the regulari-

zed definition of length reduces to the standard one at Л-*-*»



for the. smooth loop.

In the case of a self-intersecting point there would be ai$

additional contribution, v/hich however, tends to zero as Д",

Phis, is so, since both x and 3C vary in the vicinity 0(Л" )

of the self-intersecting point.

«Vith the regular point only X - ЗС С S 0(Л ) so., the con-

tribution :s finite. Only in the case of a self-intersection

»7ill the regalarized definition differ from the standard one.

As for the afsa. derivative of the regularized length, it

is calculated without problems, since this is в Stokes type in-

tegral. .Ve find from the ordinary Taylor expansion

The calculation at Л —*• *
> o
 fo

r
 a smooth loop pro

ceeds as follows (caret,'—» stands for antisymraetrization)

* ал j c u ^



Integration by partsusing the normali^satiqii condition

w a s u s e d i n t h e l a s t l i n e , •••.-. •.•'••'••-• V - ;. • • ' '•' • . .

So for thesmooth curve the areaderivative of length re-

duces to the orientation, tensor in the local tangent plane*

Area Derivative of the General Ansatz

Finally,, let us calculate the area derivatiye of the gene-

ral ansatz (2.15) «By definition we. have to. replace С by

СЙСЭС O c x -in 'the-. • term. How thia points X
n
 ...... ЭС

Л

are ordered along С С produces additional contributions. We

have to consider two possibilities I

i) One of the integration points Xi varies inside С ;
• • • • • . • - . ' * * *

ii) Two adjacent integration points vary inside C .

The contribution from three and more points inside С

would yield cubic and higher terms in its size, ./e are inte-

rested in the quadratic terms ~ В&тл1 (С). The linear terms

(2.26) vanish identically as explained before. Naturally, in

the contribution from our integration point we have to expand

in (x-3Ce) to the linear term, in order to obtain £6j«v

In the contribution from two adjacent points we replace the

integral by it's value at X , which would yield

c « Z lo с

An explicit contribution from these two alternatives lead in

the a*** term to

ceo C A H O

17



with the vertex

and

1
C e o

 Cn-i»o

>ith the vertex

J д f (2.45)

At a: first glance we have to multiply these contributions

by the number n of ooints, but it is not so. Hemember there

was ah arbitrary point X - the origin of pararaetrization of

the loop. /hen the little loop C j t
o
x v is added, a natural

origin appears, so the points 0C1 ... &*,
 fi
re now ordered with

respect to the joining point X* . The naive insertion of

the little loop in tv loop integrals would lead to overcount-

ing* 3y the way, this insertion is fonaally forbidden in our

notations, since only the point X » varies at Coo, the rest

of the points vary at the remaining pieces C,o .

Let us return to our expression for the area derivatives.

It is inconvenient to carry all the indices and arguments, so

we adopt the graphic notations, the same as in gauge theory.

The loop С will be denoted by the oriented solid line, like

the quark propagator, but no factors will be associated with

this line. The coefficient functions will be denoted as the

gluon Green's functions

18



F(ju,x, . • •
(2.46)

Mote however that they do not carry any color indices, and are

only cyclic symmetric. The ansatz (2.15) in this not action

becomes

F « £

The vsrtices here correspond to the line elements

(2.47)

u (2.46)

The area derivative in the some notations can be written as

follows ;

П.
(2.49)

n.

(2.50)

(2.5D

• • • - i ^ J
1 1

»

where the new vertices stand for TI., and

' * ' T «'

This generalization of the Mandelstam relation (2.29)

an arl iry functional of the Stokes type. In the case of the

loop field these vertices were generated by the linear and quad-

ratic terms in tha standard formula (2.31 )for the field strength

It is important here thst these vertices aros« without any re-

19



ferenee to gauge theory. This is one of the basic elements in

reconstructing the loop diagram technique in loop dynamics*

Area Derivatives in Terms of Functional

Derivatives

Let us establish
(
the correspondence between the area deri-

vative and the ordinary functional derivatives in cases where

the latter exist. Consider the definition (2.29) of the area

derivative and let us find the formal functional derivative of

both sides with respect to some point X «c(T")belonging to the
/ * * • • • • - ' • '

little loop С . • • ' . . • ' • '

Only the first term on the l«h, side contributes and on the

r.h. side we have to differentiate <bj*v ( X ) in (2.25)

There are terms

(c) - i
after integration by parts we find (2.52)

Therefore

SF(.<0 - I f С ft

i ^ " «
 (2

'
54)

for the loop field the corresponding relation is well known.

This relation in the general case may be used to define the area

derivative in terms of the ordinary functional derivatives. Ha-

mely let us find one more functional derivative of (2.54) and

take the antiayiametrie tensor part. He find

20



£l = S(t-V)

Integrating over the small interval (t-t')with proper weight

(t-t*) we arrive at Polyakov's definition of the area derivative

_££ - lim ( с|
гт
 £l (2.56)

S£*b
 € "* ° .{ 6 x a (T **/л

 ) б зср <Т- г/г)

This definition has advantages when the functional deriva-

tives can be calculated directly, say in the case of length/c/

One may check the relation (2.40) using this definition. Note

that the area derivative satisfies the Leibnitz rule.

(2
.
57)

as it follows from our definition.

•Vith Polyakov's definition the Leibnitz rule arizes due to

cancellations in the integral

f (M. ilL

Note that this definition lacks manifest parametric • invaripnce.

It is expected to be recovered only at 6
 =
 0 . As v/e knovt, in

gauge theories it is dangerous to use a resularisation viola
+
.in.

gauge invariance. Some anomalies r.ay be Lost in the ".b"snc? of

a gauge invariant limiting procedure. ?hia i'j •.v
;
:y ve prefer t-^

original definition which is always correct.

Now we may redefine the 3tok.es type functional as a -an-

motric invariant functional possejsinr nn Mrhifrary nurbsr of

21



• • • • • • " • • • " : / - - V : . : ' • • ; • • • • • • • ' . . . . • J

area derivatives -~=— • * " • "-. .~ The area deri- ,
..- -. • ••

 :
 . •. ; •...•;; • $ 6 \ S & n . • .

 ;
\

vatlyes have to be symmetric, as ordinary derivatives

ф (2.59)

This simply means that little loops C| and C_ at two diffe-

rent points 0C«.
f
 X

8
 <зап be added in any order, first C, and

aecbnd G ^ b r vice versa* At the same *1йе
:
 the points cannot

be interchianged, irince they are ordered aiding the loop, there-

( 2
'

6 0 )

In the case of the loop field the difference between the L.H.3.

and R.H.S. reduces to the commutator of the field strength.

An important identity (laylor formula in loop space) proven

in appendix С demonstrates the equivalence of the .new de-

finition of the Stokes type functional and the old one. To

virtue of this identity the coefficient functions can be ex-

plicitly expressed In terms of the area derivative of the func-

tional, calculated for the some standard loop (the bicycle

wheel). We are not yet prepared to discuss this formula» since

it involves path derivatives.

Path Derivatives

Th.e definition of the path derivative Is even mere fe

than that of area derivative but it takes time to get used to

this notion, because of a certain psychologicalbarrier,

22
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Рог readers familiar with Jackiws translations accompanied by

gauge transformations we may say in advance, that the path . .

derivative represents the loop apece analogue of this notion.

'.Ve shall not exploit this analogy» but rather start from firet

principles.

Consider first the function F ( Гху ) of the open

path Гх ц
 an<

i I
е
*
 u s ac

*d
 a
 little path Гуж to the end

point у . The variation of the functional in this сазе.

start from the linear terra

To higher 'order in the size of the little path Г there

would arize like f ̂ с ^ л depending on the form of Г but

at infinitesimal l
u
z
 w e a r e

 -̂
e
*̂ with the universal

tenn

Naturally,this expansion exists for a limited class of functionals

Рог some singular functionals the variation may start fro:a terms

like j^. V d |
 :

 I • I
 e t c

« Such funationals should be

regularized prior to differentialtion. By regularization ae

mean the representation in terms of ordered multiple line in»

tegrals, as before, rfith such an ansatz the path derivatives

exist. Take an example of the path field

3.3



. Direct '"application; of; the definition (2.61) yields in this

• . c a g e , - ••••.';•. • • ' / .'"' " • ; ' • ' . ••.•;..' . . • • . • . . ':•'. . - . - •

l . ^ ^ (2.64)

• In: the. same way . ..
;

^^*:--;Л"*Ч«) ̂  ( Гху) (2.655

original defiriitlbB (2.61) tells us nothing about commu-

.'tators
:
of: these deriyettives. In general they do not commute.

Consider the path der;iye.iiye of <2.64). Applying the defini-

tion (2,61) once more w® find

The cpmmutatbr reduces to the field strength

(2.67)

This is a manifestation of the.general rule

ft . •.'•/.. r-jj

The. commutator reduces to the addition of a closed loop at

the.endpoint. He leave to the reader the formal proof based

on the definitions of the area and path derivatives.

Relation to Functional Derivatives

The. psychological barrier we mentioned above is related to

the fact that for analytic curves-straight Ипез,parabolas etc.,
. . ' . • . • ' • • • • • '. ' ' • • • . '

another definition seems more natural. Namely, one mcy consider

in the spirit of Hamiltori-rJacobi equation the point «J or JC



as a. parameter in. the equation of the curve •' Гх'м . .

Sayfor the strength line L оси ..

One may differentiate with respect to this parameter vyith- .

out changing the equation of Глу so to say, draw; the same

curve from X to У • 6 У . In the general case we do not knot/,- j

how the equation of Гэсц involves the parameters ЭС, у more-'. .

over, it may be norianalytic so that only an infinitesimal part

of Гзс.и
 w
i H change when У will change to У+5^. Io save

the definition one may consider, say, the rotation of the curve

around x or rescaling etc. All such transformations reduce

to contribution of area derivatives and our path derivatives.

Namely, the general variation ofF(f"j reads

(П

In the same way, as with the area derivatives before, one.

may check the equivalence of the formula to the previous der-

finition. He leave this exercise to the reader. The meaning

of (2.70) is obvious. The body of the path Гхи is shifted by

the integral with the area derivative, and the end points are

vshifted by the path derivatives. The last, step is necessary,

since the area derivatives replace I xy by the lacu with the

same end points

I * (2.71)
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delation (2.70) is quite useful. 3y taking various

corresponding to translation ( £ £ „ =const), rotations

),dilations ( ^ | M - ^ | J M ) a n d special confor-

mal transformations (£ fc s (2 | JL'I^Yift0116 юаУ derive

various .lard identities for the loop functionals in quantum

theory tfe'll return to these identities later on. At the moiaent

let us note the relations

. di |b
 (8

.
w

(2.73)

v/hich follow fron these identities. Аз in the case of the area

derivatives the relations may serve as formal definitions of the

path derivatives with a bit of scepticism concerning the para-

metric invariance. The two definitions can be compared in the

case of length.

(2.74)

According to (2.72), (2.73)

(2.76)

The rsame can be found', from the regularized definition

(2Л7)
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jy applying (2.61). Je ondt these trivial calculations. The

reader is adviaed to do them himself to understand better the

meaning of path derivative in the сааэ of length, as '.ve see, it

yields the tangent vector at the end point. This rr.esne that ?6-

ding the little path Hjj in any other transverse direction .7oul<?

yield zero.Only the path 1*у
г
 continuing the original will contri-

bute. However, this is not a general rule, as we have seen by

an example of the path field (2.63). There all tlie little paths

including the o: es ortiio^onals to Г led to a nonvani£:-in3 con-

tribution (one more reason to include irregular pcths).

Shift of a rlarked Point

As a next step let us consider a closed bvpCixafid ril>ply

the path derivative to some functional depending on Сзсх.»

the point acts as a beginning ac v/cll аз the end of the

loop, so it should be shifted twice

)F (2.7C)

Take as an example the path field (2.53). In th±s case

As for the '«ilson Loop after taking гпе trace, the path de-

rivative vanishes

9
ct
(oc)i»- tl(Cococ) = О (2.80)

This is a s
ene
ral statement. ..'hensver we shift the point

of the loop in Stokes type functionalз, it can be regarded
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as adding a little closed loop C«x« In the above formula(2.78>

this loop consisted of two wires Гх and fix ifi. T
For the Stokes type functionals P(c) the variation starts from

the quadratic t$rm <6juv(C ), hence the coefficient оТЪ р(
с
)

at the linear term must vanish. So for the Stol:es type func-

tional . . ; .

'rhis is so if ОС is not a narked point. As it v/аз in the сазе

of the path field-before taking the trace. The Utokes type func

tional by definition does not possess such narked points,but

they may arize after some limiting procedure.

The simplest, and at the sane time the most important exam-

ple is.the marked.point, produced by applying the area deriva-
Щ

tive. The area derivative in Stokes type functionals is not

the Stokes type functional, since additional area derivatives

cannot be defined at the point where one derivative was al -

ready applied, The limits from the left and from the right in

the case of the Wilson loop, for example, differ by the commu-

tator of the field strength. '.7e refer to such functionals as

Stokes type funetibnals with marked points, since everywhere

but at the marked " point the area derivative makes sense, the ,

generalization to'Stokes type functionals with several marked

points is obvious.

In order ib/see how the relation (2.81) works for stokes

type functionals and how it breaks at the narked point, let us

consider another example.. Take the length of the loop Сасэс

which in general
v
is ,not a Stokes type functional. The area



derivative calculated above involved the second derivative С(t)

of the equation of the curve i.e the curvature. At the cuap,

where the tangent с is discontinous, the area derivative doeB

not exist. So, the cusp is a marked point for the length. Let

ua calculate the path derivative. Combining above formulas

we find (with t being the length)

Э°Чос) | Cxx I = С
Ы
 (i- O) ~ С

Ы
 (t • O) (2.82)

In agreement with above arguments the path derivative vanishes,

when the area derivative exists. Let us now apply the path deri-

vative to the Mandelstara relation,Simple algebra yields.

(2.83)

where

is the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation.

tfe сбте to the heart of the matter.It turns out possible

to insert the field strength and it's covariant derivatives

inside colour traces by purely colourless agents. *7e perforip

certain geometric manipulations, add some loopa and shift them

aside and we end with the same objects which enter the Yang—

Mills equations. This reveals some new geometric meaning of

these equations.^Due to this property it is possible to refor-

mulate gauge theory as. loop dynsiinics.

Let us investigate "the identity (2.83) in some detail. In

virtue of the Bianchi identity



- О
(2.85)

.is may v/rite the identity

±1ч) э\) ̂
(с)
= о

Phe geometric meaning of the operator on the left hand side

is as follows. Introduce the little closed 2-surface o d x

at the point ос Е С and the little loop C u u on this surfac?

connected wit:: Сзсэс ''V the little wires Г̂ _м Ги ж. . After

that let the little loop vary at the little surface, with the

v/irss following point у . ,ie obtain the integral

Ту.'*} = О ( 2.87)

It vanishes oince this i,j the integral over a closed sur-

face of a"total derivative". In nsthenrtical language it vani-

shes since d d
 =
 О

Expanding X'd.cl) in (У~л) to the linear terms we arrive at

the identity (2.bo). The ẑ eroth terms in у-Эс vanish identi-

cally, ;;ince the surface is closed. The above proof sho.vs that

this is э ^anarnl relation, which holds for an arbitrary func-

tional, not only for the loop field. This can also be checked

by means of the Taylor formula in appendix C.

Another useful identity

3*(*0 3
P
(xJj^- . О (2.88)

follows for the wilson loop from the identity

V*VftF.ift--5-£F.l|*F'
t*]* О (2.89)
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In the general case it folio//s the identity

= 4(JL - 1 - )£• - О (2.90)

Ihe last line was derived from the relation

-ff
This relation is a direct consequence of the*identity(2.68)

for the open path. The negative sign comes from the difference

iir orientation of the beginning X * O and the end X-Oof the

loop С x x •
 H e r e i s t h e

 grapi\i<?el proof

Л /\ (2.92)

On the left hand aide we shifted the marked point in the o(

direction and then in the fo direction and the other way

around in the second term. On the right hand aide we added more

wires to the loops which is always possible at the unmarked

point, due to (2.81). After that we obtained closed loops.In the

first term the closed loop is tos the right of the marked point

and in the second term it is to the left 'of the narked point.

Comparing the term -̂.-c|cc° AcicK' we arrive at (2.91) .Finally

3)



note, that the identities (2.86) and (2.91) can also be deri-

ved from the formal relations between our derivatives and or-

dinary functional derivatives,for example, the Bianchi identi-

ty (2.86) follows from the symmetry of the third functional de-

rivatives, ile insist so much on the geometric meaning of all

the operators and relations of the loop calculus, because this

geometric meaning is the key to understand the relations bet-

ween loop dynamics and the string theory»

Conclusions

i) Loop space atd ̂ Odimensions has nontrivial topology.

At large N most of the original degrees of freedom of the gauge

field is hidden in.self-intersecting loops, traversed many

times.

The number of independent loop variables grows as № which

causes technical difficulties when introducing these fields as

collective variables.

ii) The loop fields belong to a special с!?.зз of functio-

nals- functionals of the Stokes type.

The standard functional derivatives may not exist for Sto-

kes type functionals, but there ere special derivatives.the я^еа

and path derivative, which always make sense. For the ./ilsoa

loop these derivatives insert the field .
-i
 rength anc

5
 covaripnt

derivative in the adjoint representat Lo г inside t.'ie col > :r tra-

ce.
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iii) The area and path derivativea obey a simple algebra,

investigated above and in appendix С One may calculate these

derivatives for arbitrary functional» either from formal rela-

tions with the standard functional derivative or (which is

sometimes simpler)directly from this algebra and the original

definition.
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